This can be seen that the people who lives in Julie’s environment gives influence to Julie’s psychological life that cause her committing suicide. And since their influence shapes Julie’s personality, it causes psychological conflict in her personality. Julie never feels her parents’ love and attention. Jean is the last person that she expects to save her from all of her problems. Then, she tries to look attention to Jean but she fails. The people around her also do not like her either and all of those factors influence her personality. Julie fails to face everything that come to her. She is so weak to determine which one is the best for her life without committing suicide.

Julie already tried to have Jean’s help to solve her problem but it seems that she comes to the wrong person. And Julie does not have her faith in God. Since no one loves and cares about her, she feels desperate, worthless, and not being useful in this world. Julie is broken and weakened by her inheritance and environment. At last, feeling frustrated, she chooses to committing suicide.

Chapter V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter is intended to conclude what have been discussed in the previous chapter. It also offers suggestion for those who are interested in studying drama from different angles of discussion.
5.1 Conclusion

In discussing August Strindberg’s Miss Julie, this thesis concludes that Julie’s committing suicide is caused by her environment, and it gives influence to her personality and developed into psychological conflict into herself. A person’s personality is influenced by his / her environment. According to Yusuf (2000:35) states that “Lingkungan perkembangan siswa adalah keseluruhan fenomena (peristiwa, situasi, atau kondisi) fisik atau sosial yang mempengaruhi atau dipengaruhi perkembangan siswa”. This means that human personality can be formed depends on himself physically and environmently. Environment including family, friends, peer group, and also people who lives around the individual himself.

Julie is unstable character since she never gets enough affection from her family. Julie’s mother is so busy with her gender equality. Her mother just cares about how to be the master in the house. Julie’s mother never loves her because she never really wants to be married, so having Julie as a daughter seems does not change her become a mother. That is why she teaches Julie to behave and live like men, and how to hate men in her life.

Julie’s father does not put much of his role as a father. He is a weak figure for Julie’s mother and Julie. And he does not even care about Julie. It seems that there are not many conversations between her father to her mother and Julie.

Because Julie never gets the attention from her own parents, she tries to find it by herself by having relationship with her father’s servant, named Jean. She thinks she could get the real love and affection that she needs, but Jean does not truly love her and makes her more desperate. She also expects that Kristin will be able to give her attention and right by her side, but Kristin does not even love her as she thought before. This make her life empty.
There are also psychological conflict that impact on Julie’s life that are her weakness, lack of faith and despair. Julie is not a strong person, although her mother has developed her to be a strong woman but it against herself. Miss Julie has her own needs as a human being, to love and to be loved. But being unwanted by her mother effects her personality development during her childhood. Since no one in her family and environment can accept her, she feels alienated and worthless person. When she feels that she cannot cope with her difficulties anymore, she decides to commit suicide to release all the burdens in her life.

This thesis can concludes that Julie is not a strong person who could accept her life as the way they are without feeling depressed. That everybody rejection makes her sad and hurt, she believes everybody is against her. This situation support the rise of psychological conflict in herself and caused her committing suicide.

The lesson that this study gets is that love has an important role in our life. Love is important to developed someone’s character in life. A person who lives with love will live his or her life with love. But once he or she lives without love, he or she will live with hatred. And love can give full of support to a person’s life. That is why a person needs to love and to be loved by another person.

Here the nuclear family (father, mother and the children) takes important role in developing of the psychology of the children. Parents nursing which full of love and education about the value of live, both of religion or cultural are conducive factors to prepare the children become good as a person and as a society member.
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5.2 Suggestion

After studying Miss Julie and discussing about psychological conflict that Miss Julie had, the writer hopes that this study can help the reading and learning of literature especially English Departments students who are willing to take literature as their study, because in literature we can explore our mind and feeling to analyze it. The writer would suggests to find other kinds of August Strindberg works, because Strindberg’s works always have an interesting topic and moral value to be discussed and learnt in our life. The writer also hopes that her study would be a good reference for English Department students who wants to take thesis.